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News Analysis
Commonwealth Faces Successive Blows

London, Dec. 19—The Commonwealth is gasping for breath. The events of the past 48 hours have been more than any of its 48 members could have expected, and in some cases, much more than they could have dared.

The events have sent a shock wave through the Commonwealth, which has been described as a "family" of nations. The shocks have come from all sides, with the United States, the Soviet Union, and China all playing a part.

The United States, which has been a key player in the Commonwealth, has been forced to make some difficult decisions. The Soviet Union, which has been a strong ally of China, has also been affected. And China, which has been a key member of the Commonwealth, has been forced to take some difficult steps.

The result is a Commonwealth that is in crisis, with many members feeling that they are being left behind.

Commonwealth officials are now working to find a way forward. They are also looking for ways to strengthen the organization and to make it more effective.

Machine Helps Diagnose Disease

The natures of the 14 billion viruses and bacteria that cause infectious diseases are beginning to be revealed by a new machine that can analyze stool samples in just 30 seconds.

The high-speed electronic machine, which can analyze about 10 million "bits" of information in about 30 seconds, provides "exquisite" ease and beauty by six to one.

The machine, which was supplied by the Science and Technology Agency, is now being used as a diagnostic tool in hospitals.

The bacteria and viruses—or "infectious agents involved"—of stool samples are analyzed by the machine, which produces a report that helps doctors diagnose and treat infections.

The machine is being used in hospitals in Europe, the United States, and Japan.

U.S. to Buy Cash Registers for New U.S. Embassy in Kabul

The U.S. government has agreed to purchase 300 cash registers for the new U.S. Embassy in Kabul. The equipment will be used to process payments for goods and services at the embassy.

The cash registers will be installed in the embassy's main office and will be capable of handling transactions in dollars and Afghan currency.

The embassy, which is scheduled to open in February, will be the largest U.S. diplomatic mission in the world.

Afghan UN Delegation Works on Interests of Developing Nations in Assembly Session

The Arab delegation to the United Nations General Assembly session in New York has been working on the interests of developing nations.

At the meeting, the improvement of the status of women and the development of the agricultural sector were highlighted. The session was chaired by Pakistan's Ambassador to the U.N., Agha Haider Khan.

The Arab delegation has been actively engaged in the discussion, with several representatives speaking on behalf of their countries.

AFGHANISTAN

Commissariat for Vietnam Accords

Commissar for Vietnam, accordance with the peace accords signed in Paris, will hold talks with representatives of the Viet Cong, a normal meeting of the Commonwealt, and President Ayub Khan, Prime Minister of Pakistan.

Those attending the seminar in Pakistan will be from the Viet Cong, a normal meeting of the Commonwealth, and President Ayub Khan, Prime Minister of Pakistan.

The photographs obtained are of the Viet Cong, a normal meeting of the Commonwealth, and President Ayub Khan, Prime Minister of Pakistan.
High Drug Prices

New study by the Ministry of Public Health and pharmacy owners have agreed to cut drug prices in Afghanistan. The Ministry of Public Health and pharmacy owners have agreed to cut drug prices in Afghanistan. The Ministry of Public Health and pharmacy owners have agreed to cut drug prices in Afghanistan.

News Analysis

Intelligence Gap Major Problem For U.S., Government Troops In Vietnam War

Military analysts say that the U.S. military's intelligence capabilities are inadequate to support its troops in Vietnam. The military analysts say that the U.S. military's intelligence capabilities are inadequate to support its troops in Vietnam. The military analysts say that the U.S. military's intelligence capabilities are inadequate to support its troops in Vietnam.

New Efforts Made To Protect Works Of Art In Museums

Ethics in the art world is an urgent issue, according to a study by the National Gallery of Art. The study suggests that the art world is an urgent issue, according to a study by the National Gallery of Art. The study suggests that the art world is an urgent issue, according to a study by the National Gallery of Art.

Blue Awning Brightly Painted Bazaars In Qala Nau Bazaar

This year's arts festival will feature a variety of events, including a parade, a concert, and a fashion show. The festival will be sponsored by the Ministry of Culture and Information, and will be held in the city of Kabul.

Niath Century Art Poem From Badghis

The National Museum of Afghanistan has announced the opening of a new exhibition dedicated to the art of the 20th century. The exhibition will feature works by artists from Afghanistan and other parts of the world. The exhibition will be open to the public from November 15 to December 31.